Jeffrey Wigand
The insider who blew smoke at Big Tobacco

Outraged. People followed Wigand home. He received threatening calls. He found a bullet in his mailbox. B&W sued him for violating a confidentiality agreement. The company even publicized unsubstantiated allegations of shoplifting and domestic abuse from Wigand’s past. The pressure grew too intense for his wife. She filed for divorce and moved to Texas, taking their children. “I didn’t expect my marriage to be at risk,” he says.

The media, too, disappointed Wigand. In August 1995, he taped an interview with CBS’s 60 Minutes in which he accused B&W executives of lying to Congress and making their cigarettes more addictive. Fearing lawsuits, CBS lawyers balked. By the time the segment aired in February 1996, Wigand had endured two years of industry harassment. But it was worth it. The 60 Minutes piece—as immortalized in the 1999 film The Insider—reinforced public distrust of Big Tobacco. And Wigand’s damning court testimony helped pave the way for a 1998 “master settlement” in which the industry agreed to pay $206 billion to 46 states for smoking-related medical expenses.

Today, Wigand’s passion is working with kids. He taught high school science and Japanese, and he was named one of the country’s top teachers in 1996. Before long, though, Wigand left Louisville. “The industry wouldn’t leave me alone,” he says. “They were subpoenaing my class records.” In 1998 he moved to Charleston, S.C., to be near his father and close friends. He founded the nonprofit Smoke-Free Kids, which informs students of the industry’s plan to “hook them young, hook them for life.” The former corporate executive still receives an occasional anonymous death threat, but he welcomes the resistance. “When I’m doing something right,” he says, “the tobacco companies squeal.”
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John F. Kennedy. [For] the manner in which he dealt with Khrushchev and the Cuban missile crisis. [And] the manner in which he dealt with human values and integrity and so forth. I wished he would have survived the presidency and wasn’t so untimely taken... The man has qualities that I like and would love to have.